UNIVERSAL
1 and 1 1/2 Bag
Cement Mixer

MIXES
TRANSPORTS
DUMPS

TRANSMIX
mixes 1 or 1 1/2 bags of cement in 1 1/2 to 3 minutes

TRANSMIX
UTILITY MIXER

Labor Saving—Time Saving

The Universal TRANSMIX is a transporting mixer of one bag to one and a half bag capacity at five-to-one, which attaches to the rear of the tractor. The barrel is turned by friction from a power take-off extension to a standard 6.70 x 15 tire attached to the mixer barrel. The mixing barrel in turn rolls in a dumping rack which has two high-quality aircraft-type wheels for the mixing barrel to roll on.

The mixing rack is attached to the hydraulic arms of the tractor. When the hydraulic mechanism is actuated the hydraulic arms raise the rack and barrel to an almost straight up and down position, which allows the mixture to flow out of the barrel.

The Cement Mixer with 101 uses

☆ MIXES WHILE TRANSPORTING ☆ MIXES WHILE STATIONARY
☆ DUMPS WITH TRACTOR STATIONARY OR DUMPS WITH TRACTOR IN MOTION ☆ NO WHEELBARROWS ARE NEEDED WHEN TRANSMIX IS ON THE JOB ☆ HAULS AND MIXES
☆ SILAGE ☆ WATER (50 Gallons)
☆ DIRT ☆ INOCULATING SEEDS
☆ STOCK FOOD ☆ MANURE (Six Cubic Feet)

USE IN CONSTRUCTING ROAD WAYS ☆ BUILDING WALKS AND PATIOS ☆ FOUNDATIONS ☆ FLOORING FOR BARNS AND FEED LOTS!

TRANSMIX saves you real money as compared to Redi-Mix or hand mixing operations. It can more than pay for itself on one concrete slab 50’ x 100’ x 6”. TRANSMIX can be installed in 10 to 15 minutes—no holes to drill in installing. IMPORTANT NOTE: When ordering, always specify tractor model number, as some late model tractors require slightly different mounting kits.

Most Economical Mixer on the Market today!
TRANSMIX does the whole job for less!

That's right! TRANSMIX does the complete job for less. Powered by your tractor, TRANSMIX mixes cement while transporting—can dump while stationary or moving. With this terrific unit you can transport cement as far as needed from water or sand supplies. You can actually transport five cubic feet on rough ground in road gear with the mixer barrel stationary or turning. And all this with savings, too—TRANSMIX saves you real money as compared to Redi-Mix or hand mixing operations. Just one small job—and your TRANSMIX actually pays for itself.

GUARANTEE
Guaranteed not only against workmanship and material, but must give satisfaction. If not satisfied in thirty days, return Transmix and your money will be refunded.

TRANSMIX Outstanding Features

All-steel mixer barrel made from 1/8" plate.
Mixing barrel — 28" in diameter, 42" long.

A one-bag mixer at 5-to-1 ratio — five cubic feet.
Height of mixing barrel opening when being loaded, 43" (approximate).
Height of mixing barrel in dump position, 26" (approximate).

Dumps from hydraulic arms on your tractor.
Weight of mixer, plus power takeoff, approximately 240 lbs.

6.70 x 15 tire and tube not furnished.
Mixer barrel rolls on rubber.
Mixer barrel powered by friction.
Power takeoff extension has its own bearing to take the weight of the mixing barrel and barrel load.
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